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Abstract—Identification and refinement of performance 

requirements is important for successful development and 

deployment of the software product. The acceptance of the 

software product by the customer depends on the performance 

requirements which are incorporated in the software. For this, we 

need to identify all possible performance requirements required by 

all stakeholders. This paper presents the literature review about 

different approaches proposed for performance requirements 

identification and refinement 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Performance requirements are one of the thirteen 

nonfunctional requirements listed by „IEEE-Std 830-1993‟ 

and most important to consider in software development[1]. 

A performance requirement is a statement that describes how 

well a function is to be executed or accomplished, or how 

well it is to be achieved. Performance requirements generally 

expressed in terms of timeliness, rate, quantity, degree and 

quality.  Performance requirements have to be identified and 

specified   completely in system requirements specification to 

avoid the problems that may occur at the end of the 

development of the product with respect to performance. If 

the product is developed with improper performance 

requirements specification definitely it leads to poor 

performance of the product. In these situations, the 

performance requirements have to be refined for next version 

of the product. So identification and refinement of 

performance requirements is an important task in software 

development. This thesis focuses on performance 

requirements identification and refinement. 

II. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

IDENTIFICATION 

Performance requirements identification is the process of 

identifying the necessary performance requirements for the 

software system according to customer needs. This is an 

important activity in requirements analysis[2] particularly in 

nonfunctional requirements analysis[3].  The related work 

about performance requirements can be found in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10,11, 12, 13,14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In [4] Edward 

presents the research work about the technology which can be 

used for specification of performance requirements of data 

processing. The initial research results indicate that a  
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technology based on petri nets, formal logic, and simulation 

can be used to describe and analyze some important aspects 

of data processing performance requirements. The work 

presented in [4] is only about the technology which supports 

the specification of performance requirements for a specific 

application called ballistic missile defense system software. 

The intent of the proposed approach is to avoid the 

introduction and propagation error at design of a complicated 

software system not at requirements level.  The work 

presented in [5] describes the requirements exclusively for 

Ada compilers and their associated tools which are used for 

development of real time embedded weapons system. The 

work presented in this approach is all about the technical and 

performance requirements of Ada compilers and linkers. It is 

particularly about compilers and linkers specification not 

about complete system performance requirements 

specification which is one limitation of the proposed 

approach.  

In [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] Brain A. Nixon  proposed a 

framework for managing the performance requirements for 

information systems. The Performance Requirements 

Framework (PeRF) integrates and catalogues various types of 

knowledge of performance and information systems. This 

framework includes the concepts and principles of 

performance. These can be used to build the performance into 

information systems. The frame work proposed for 

information systems to manage performance requirements is 

developer oriented approach rather than user oriented. This is 

the one drawback because user is the most important 

stakeholder for any system.  

In [13] an approach is proposed for analyzing the software 

requirements specifications for performance. In this approach 

the scenarios of the use cases are executed with data 

operations and responsibilities. Use case maps are used in 

specification and then analyzed for performance. The model 

presented in [13] is validated only indirectly. As the model is 

intended to for insight into potential performance fit falls it 

should be validate for structure, completeness and parameter 

accuracy. These are the drawbacks from the proposed 

approach. In [14] an approach is proposed. This is named as 

“PeGU”. This approach is used for modeling the performance 

by using Goal oriented Requirement Language (GRL) and 

Use Case Map (UCM). This is used to evaluate the 

architectures qualitatively with each technology at early 

stages.  Performance requirements are treated as soft goals 

and goals of GRL by PeGU. Use case maps are used for 

representation of scenarios.  
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The work presented in [14] uses goal and scenario oriented 

approach for addressing and refining the performance 

requirements. The performance requirements addressed are 

so abstract. They are not detailed descriptions. For example 

the performance requirements identified by using this 

approach are response time and space, which are represented 

as high level performance requirements. This may cause for 

difficulty in understanding the performance requirements. 

This approach cannot effectively support the performance 

requirements identification process. The work presented in 

[15] is describes about expressing the soft bounds of 

performance for software systems using stochastic probes. 

This approach uses regular expressions to specify stochastic 

probes. The work presented in [15] uses stochastic probes as 

means of measuring soft performance characteristics over 

software systems. In this work an analysis is made to identify 

the performance bounds and reliability bounds. Performance 

analysis is made on system specific operations. There is no 

approach proposed particularly which can be used at 

requirements level.  

There is an approach [16] for gathering performance 

requirements which bases on three views like deployment 

view, operational workload view and persistent data view. 

Deployment view is used to acquire service-level agreements 

and the hardware and software environment constraints for 

the deployment. Operational workload view is used to 

acquire several types of workloads of the software system, 

the intensity and pattern of requests during the various 

workloads, the growth projections, intervals and expected 

responsiveness. Persistent data view is used to capture the 

growth of data over a time period and the current data size.  

The main attributes from technological and business point 

can be captured by these three views. But these three views 

will not present all the performance requirements as many 

other views are there which still need to be considered. For 

example different stakeholders‟ views have to be considered 

during the performance requirements identification. Use case 

view has to be considered to know the number of use cases 

and corresponding constraints with respect to performance. 

In [17] a new method was proposed to predict performance 

requirements of mobile devices‟ software tasks using system 

models describing the hardware and software. With the help 

of clustering algorithms and linear regression, behavioral 

models of software tasks are generated automatically. These 

models are used to project the runtime of representative parts 

of the software tasks. The runtime of representative execution 

parts is determined with instruction-accurate simulations 

which are not feasible for whole executions. The inputs for 

the projection task are a model of the hardware platform and 

input data parameters, especially the data size. In this way the 

method helps to seamlessly integrate the performance 

analysis process into the development process. The method 

presented in [20] is an automated method which models the 

performance requirements automatically based on the 

behavior models which are not part of performance analysis. 

This method was applied for only mobile devices not generic 

software systems. Moreover, this is not a generic approach 

for identification of performance requirements. 

In [21] a Five layered approach is proposed for elicitation 

of performance requirements. As part of this approach some 

conceptual rules and metrics are proposed. Conceptual rules 

are used in the identification process and metrics is used to 

check the completeness of identified performance 

requirements. By this approach all possible performance 

requirements can be elicited.  

III. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

REFINEMENT& RESULTS 

Sometimes, it may be difficult to specify performance 

requirements completely at the early stages of the 

development process. If the product is developed without 

having an appropriate performance requirements 

specification, definitely it leads to performance problems at 

the end of the development. To produce the product with 

acceptable performance for next version, the performance 

requirements have to be refined. For this purpose, a very few 

methods are proposed in the literature such as performance 

requirements improvement model [20,22 23], improving with 

field failures [24] and improving performance requirements 

with the “defect not a problem reports” [25]. In [24] author 

has proposed a framework called Performance Refinement 

and Evolution Model (PREM). This can be used to manage 

performance software development. Workload specifications 

and quantitative requirements are used to distinguish the 

levels in model. Performance properties are specified 

qualitatively in test cases and requirements at higher levels. 

This model is used in performance improvement in [24, 25]. 

In [24] a procedure is proposed for improvement of 

performance requirements in future product releases. The 

information obtained from field failure reports is used in this 

procedure and requirements specification. This procedure 

uses the UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance, and 

Time (UML-SPT) [26] to extract the information. The 

information includes the subject of the requirement, 

performance measure, computation resource, and workload. 

By using the information extracted new performance 

requirements can be constructed. PREM is used in specifying 

the new requirements. 

The approach proposed in [24] for performance 

requirements improvement uses field failure reports from 

customers. Some rules are proposed for estimation of 

performance requirements in this approach. These rules are 

so abstract rules rather than detailed. Individual measures for 

refinement of performance requirements are not specified in 

the rules. The team size used to test the product is 15-20 and 

the members of the team all are professional testers. If the 

team size increases, then more number of chances will be 

there for uncovering the errors.  If the product is tested by the 

common users, then the results obtained projects more of the 

user opinion about performance requirements rather than 

developers. These are the drawbacks from the proposed 

approach. The approach “defect not a problem” proposed in 

[25] to improve the performance requirements uses defect 

reports which are considered as “not a problem” reports of 

defects. Professional testers have submitted the maximum 

number of defect reports. Additional information was added 

by the development team, which is gained during the  
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investigation to the defect.  “Defect not a problem” is 

designed based on the information obtained from four 

elements. These are workload, subject, environment and 

measure. These elements are used for only the work 

described in [25]. In some cases these elements may not 

sufficient, where other types of requirements has to be 

considered. This is one aspect that has to be studied. Another 

problem is, after some releases this not a problem defect 

report may become actual problem. There should be strong 

reasons to say the defect found is not a problem.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

The acceptance of any software product by the customer 

depends on how well we identify the Performance 

requirements and incorporates in the software. There is a 

great need for sophisticated methods and supporting tools in 

order to successfully carry out performance requirements 

engineering activities. In this paper several useful methods 

available for performance requirements identification and 

refinement are presented such as Five Layered approach for 

performance requirements identification, Seven Layered 

model for performance requirements refinement, PeGU,  

approach is used for modeling the performance by using Goal 

oriented Requirement Language (GRL) and Use Case Map 

(UCM), Performance Refinement and Evolution Model 

(PREM), and “defect not a problem”. 
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